Corporate Profile

Our firm began managing “Tokachi, Hokkaido” beans in October, 1954. Since then, for over half a century, the company has evolved in its uniqueness.

Our firm is an interwoven agriculture corporation that is sourced from the food supply-base of Japan “Tokachi, Hokkaido”. We are continuously making an effort to be able to contribute to the eating habits and eating culture of Japanese people through our merchandise as an agriculture-related company.

Our major products are found in our credible and safe beans that are produced in Tokachi, Hokkaido. We utilize fodder and materials that prevail in our healthy nurtured livestock. We use high-quality organic fertilizer that improves fertility and sustains farmland health and growth. Our sales of agricultural products meet the expectations and needs of our consumers. Furthermore, our creation of “Tokachi Pure Vinegar” has fulfilled our research and development goals by providing a product that contributes towards the well-being and health of our customers. We shall continue to propose credible and safe agricultural products from Tokachi in more exceptional and evolved forms.

Our firm maintains to keep pushing forward with more research and development in order to provide new products and new quotient materials, whilst still observing the law and advancing credibility, safety, and improvement in quality to answer our customer needs.

Our firm will continue to pursue our goal of creation and evolution. We precede to do so by following the practice of our invariable slogan: “The customer is valued in appreciation through life” which is the mission statement for our firm. Furthermore, the introduction of the 5 S-exercise (Seiri-organize, Seiton-tidiness, Seisou-cleaning, Seiketsu-cleanliness, Shitsuke-training) and ISO 9001 provide our firm with the dedication, leadership and necessity to produce satisfactory merchandise to our customers.

Corporate Overview

Address: 1, Nishi 25-jo Minami 1-chome, Obihiro, Hokkaido 0802475 Japan
Company Representative: Masahito Kajiwara, president
URL: http://www.marukatsu.info/
Foundation: October, 1954
Capital: 51,000,000 Yen
Employees: 120 (whole group)
Category of Business: wholesales
Contact: Nobuaki Ito, manager, Tokachi-Hills Development Division
E-mail: nobuaki@marukatsu.info